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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The mission statement of the Department is "to promote rural & community 

development & to support vibrant, inclusive & sustainable communities throughout 

Ireland” 

This briefing has been prepared to assist the Joint Committee on Rural and Community Development 

in its consideration of the 2019 Mid-Year Review of Expenditure for the Department of Rural and 

Community Development. 

Gross expenditure of €291 million has been voted by the Oireachtas to support the Department’s 

mission set out above. Significant supports funded by the Department are having positive impacts 

throughout the country. 

The Department, which is now just over two years in operation, is fully utilising its resources and is 

firmly established as an effective organisation. A set of coherent schemes are being delivered in 

partnership with local authorities, local development companies, Pobal, the Western Development 

Commission and the Charities Regulator. These schemes are described in this report as well as 

expenditure patterns on such schemes to the end of September 

We have worked to increase awareness of available supports through a series of countrywide “Rural 

Opportunity” roadshows, Rural Development seminars and community initiatives such as the “Big 

Hello” weekend earlier this year. 

We continue to work closely with other Government Departments that have a role in supporting the 

twin objectives of rural and community development to ensure cooperation and engagement across 

government.   

The development of sectoral policies and strategies is also an important part of the work being done 

by my Department. We have recently published “Sustainable, Inclusive and Empowered 

Communities – the 5 year strategy to the Community and Voluntary sector in Ireland” and a National 

Policy on Social Enterprise. We are also in the process of developing a “National Volunteering 

Strategy” and a new “Rural Development Policy for Ireland”, building on the Action Plan for Rural 

Development. 

This paper details the Departments spend to date for 2019 and provides an overview of the 

programmes and schemes operated by the Department.  
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2. DEPARTMENTAL SPEND TO END OF SEPTEMBER 2019  
 

Before detailing expenditure to end September, it is worth outlining the position for 2018. An 

allocation of €239.2 million was provided for my Department, and in total €237.5 million was spent. 

As such, 99.3% of our allocation was spent, with savings relating to salaries and administration costs.  

Gross expenditure of €291.2m million is budgeted in 2019 in respect of the Department’s Vote. This 

represents an increase of 26% on the provision in 2018. The Department’s current expenditure 

provision for 2019 is €153.2m; the total capital provision for 2019 is €138m. 

This momentum is continuing this year. Expenditure levels are on target, with expenditure of some 

€190 million on Departmental Schemes and Programmes up to the end of September. Total capital 

expenditure to end of September stands at €70 million and total current expenditure stands at 

€120m. As such, current expenditure is running at 97% of profile and capital expenditure is running 

at 105% of profile – with overall expenditure at 100% of target for the year to date.  

The following tables set out the aggregate position for the Department, and expenditure details to 

end of September 2019 across the Department’s three strategic programme areas - 

  
Overall Position:  Department of Rural and Community Development  
€190m spent to end of September, running 100% of expenditure profiled at start of the year  
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Programme A:  Rural Development and Regional Affairs: 
€70.3m spent to end of September, running 104% of expenditure profiled at start of the year  

 

Programme B: Community Development   
€116.9m spent to end of September, running 99% of expenditure profiled at start of the year  

 

Programme: Charities Regulatory Authority  
€2.4m spent to end of September, running 75% of expenditure profiled at start of the year 
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3. OVERVIEW OF DEPARTMENTAL PROGRAMMES  
This section details the 2019 Estimate for the programme area, provides an overview of the 

Department’s programmes and schemes; and provides information on the progress of these schemes 

in 2019. 

PROGRAMME A: RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS   

   2018  Estimate 2019  Estimate 
   

Current Capital Total Current Capital Total 
   

   €000 €000 €000 €000 €000 €000 

             

A.1 - ADMINISTRATION   -  PAY     4,644 - 4,644 4,711 - 4,711 

A.2 - ADMINISTRATION   -  NON-PAY    1,748 166 1,914 1,749 182 1,931 

A.3 - WESTERN DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION    1,516 - 1,516 2,028 - 2,028 

A.4 - NATIONAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES     3,600 15,383 18,983 5,300 15,000 20,300 

A.5 - LEADER - RURAL ECONOMY SUB PROGRAMME - 35,000 35,000 - 30,000 30,000 

A.6 - TIDY TOWNS COMPETITION     1 - 1 1 - 1 

A.7 - TOWN AND VILLAGE REGENERATION   - 15,000 15,000 - 15,000 15,000 

A.8 -  REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  1,400 600 2,000 1,700 700 2,400 

A.9 -  LOCAL IMPROVEMENT SCHEMES     - 10,000 10,000 - 10,000 10,000 

A.10 -  RURAL REGENERATION AND DEVELOPMENT              

 FUND     - -   - 52,000 52,000 

A.11 -  OTHER SERVICES     - - - - - - 

B12 DORMANT ACCOUNTS MEASURES  2,320 2,006 4,326 - - - 
             

  Programme Total:- 15,229 78,155 93,384 15,489 122,882 138,371 

 

A.3 WESTERN DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION                                                                      
(2019 Estimate €2.028m) 

The Western Development Commission (WDC) was established following the Western Development 

Commission Act 1998 as a government response to the severe population decline of the Western 

Region. The aim of the WDC is to promote, foster and encourage economic and social development 

in the Western Region, which covers counties Donegal, Leitrim, Sligo, Mayo, Roscommon, Galway 

and Clare. The WDC has an important role to play in supporting the government’s objectives for more 

effective regional development through initiatives such as the National Planning Framework, the 

Regional Action Plans for Jobs and the Atlantic Economic Corridor (AEC) initiative. It supports micro-

enterprises and SMEs through the Western Investment Fund. 
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A.4  NATIONAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES 
(2019 Estimate € 20.3m) 

This subhead provides funding for a range of Rural Development programmes and includes the 

Outdoor Recreation Infrastructure Scheme (ORIS), Walks Scheme, Coillte trails, CLÁR, and Tidy Towns 

supports.  

 

The Outdoor Recreation Infrastructure Scheme (ORIS)  provides support for the development and 

maintenance, enhancement or promotion of recreational infrastructure, including the trail network.  

The Walks Scheme is currently in place on 39 trails nationally, with approx. 1,900 landholder 

participants. The average payment to participants is currently €950 p.a. for the development, 

enhancement and maintenance of those sections of trail that traverse their lands. With regard to the 

expansion of the scheme, 57 expressions of interest for new walks have been received from Local 

Authorities, and these a currently under assessment.  

The CLÁR programme (Ceantair Laga Árd-Riachtanais) is a targeted capital investment programme 

for rural areas which have experienced significant levels of depopulation. The scheme was re-opened 

by Minister Ring in 2016 to support the development of remote rural areas through small-scale 

capital projects. It enhances safety in the vicinity of schools and community amenities, provides play 

areas in communities, and provides equipment to voluntary first responders. CLÁR also supported 

the provision of transport services, free of charge, to persons requiring wheelchair accessible vehicles 

to access day care or other medical therapy or respite services and/or those requiring transport 

to/from hospitals for treatment under the National Cancer Care Programme. 

The Subhead also funds other initiatives which support rural development including support to Coillte 

for forestry walks and support to Tidy Town Committees. 

A.5  LEADER – RURAL ECONOMY SUB PROGRAMME 
(2019 Estimate € 30m) 

This subhead provides supports for projects aimed at improving the quality of life and encouraging 

the diversification of economic activity in rural areas through the LEADER 2014-2020 programme. 

Funding is delivered through Local Action Groups (LAGs) in line with the Local Development Strategies 

that are developed by each LAG in respect of the 28 sub-regional LEADER areas in Ireland.  

In line with LEADER programmes in other EU Member States, initially there was a lead-in period in 

the ramping up and implementation of the programme as the LEADER Local Action Groups developed 
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their Local Development Strategies, formalised their internal processes and procedures, and worked 

with potential project promoters to develop applications.   

At this juncture, however, the level of LEADER activity in Ireland has increased substantially and the 

programme has already incurred expenditure of €31.6 million, with €30m originally allocated. An 

additional €10 million has therefore be re-allocated to meet these additional costs. 

A.6  TIDY TOWNS COMPETITION  
The subhead provides a nominal sum for the administration and promotion of the National 

TidyTowns competition and associated competitions (Entente Florale (European), Communities in 

Bloom (Ireland, Canada & UK) and a north/south initiative – Ireland’s Best Kept Towns).  In practice, 

the competition is funded through sponsorship, however the Department has allocated some grant 

funding to committees to facilitate their work.  

The number of entrants to the National TidyTowns competition has generally been on an upward 

trajectory, with around 900 applicants for the competition each year.  

A.7  TOWN AND VILLAGE REGENERATION 
 (2019 Estimate € 15m) 

The Town and Village Renewal Scheme was introduced in the second half of 2016 and, to date, almost 

€53 million has been approved for more than 670 projects across the country.   

 

Projects cover a range of activities, from improving the public realm to make towns and villages more 

attractive for locals and visitors alike, to job-creation initiatives such as the development of enterprise 

hubs and digital hubs, as well as public realm and village enhancement projects. A number of the 

projects approved focus on the development of enterprise centres and digital hubs which will have a 

positive impact on local economies.  

 

A pilot initiative to encourage residential occupancy in rural towns and villages commenced last year. 

Under the pilot initiative, up to €100,000 was made available in respect of six participating towns.  

This funding is being used by the Local Authorities to engage with communities and local businesses, 

and identify practical solutions to increase the number of people living in our rural towns. Final 

reports are expected before the end of the year.  
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A.8  REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
 (2019 Estimate € 2.4m) 

This subhead supports the rollout of the National Broadband Plan (NBP) and the implementation of 

the recommendations of the Mobile Phone and Broadband Taskforce. The main purpose of the 

funding is to work with the local authorities to identify and address barriers that could potentially 

delay the rollout of the National Broadband Plan and telecommunications infrastructure more 

generally. Funding is also used to support innovative digital projects.  

The allocation provides for the continued support of the Broadband Officers in each Local Authority, 

and for other supports to accelerate the rollout of high speed broadband in rural areas, including the 

development of local digital strategies to ensure that the economic and social opportunities afforded 

by the rollout of high-speed broadband are fully maximised.  

The Department has also provided funding to 21 Local Authorities to support innovative digital 

projects. Funded projects included a tourism initiative in Kerry, life-saving thermal imaging cameras 

in Galway, SMART street furniture in Fingal, and mobile phone infrastructure in Donegal. 

 

A.9  LOCAL IMPROVEMENT SCHEMES  
(2019 Estimate € 10m) 

This Subhead provides funding for a Local Improvement Scheme to support improvement works on 

private and non-public roads.  These roads give access to homes, farmyards, agricultural land and 

business premises, and are often heavily used, but because they fall outside of direct local authority.  

The Programme for a Partnership Government includes a commitment that the scheme would be 

reinstated following a number of years when it was not possible to fund the scheme.  €10 million has 

been allocated for the scheme in 2019 and a full spend is expected this year. 
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A.10 RURAL REGENERATION AND DEVELOPMENT FUND 
(2019 Estimate € 52m) 

The Rural Regeneration and Development Fund will provide investment to support rural renewal, 

strengthen and build resilience in rural communities and assist in the regeneration of towns and 

villages with a population of less than 10,000, and outlying areas. 

In November 2018 and February 2019 details of 84 successful projects were announced. 38 Category 

1 projects (capital projects which were fully planning and consent ready) and 46 Category 2 projects 

(those needing further development to make them ready for delivery).  This represented €86m in 

support for projects worth a total of €117m. 

Following the announcement of the 84 successful projects, the Department engaged with each lead 

party to complete required due diligence and enter into contractual arrangements whereby project 

payments are phased in line with delivery. Significant progress is already being made with 62 of the 

projects having completed procurement, and 18 projects having had funding released.  

To date, a total of €9.8 million has been drawn down from the Fund. Drawdown will significantly 

increase to year end as construction gets underway in Category 1 projects and detailed planning 

begins in Category 2 project. 

The second call for Category 1 applications for the Fund closed at on the 6th August and there was 

an excellent response from all across the country. 69 applications were received and officials are 

currently engaged in collating the applications before the assessment process begins. The outcome 

of the assessments will be examined by the Project Advisory Board, made up of representatives from 

key Government Departments and external experts, which was established to oversee the 

assessment process. It is expect that an announcement detailing the successful Category 1 projects 

from the second call to the Fund before the end of 2019.   
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PROGRAMME B: COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT   

   2018  Estimate 2019  Estimate 
   

Current Capital Total Current Capital Total 
   

   €000 €000 €000 €000 €000 €000 

             

B.1 - ADMINISTRATION   -  PAY    3,618 - 3,618 3,670 - 3,670 

B.2 - ADMINISTRATION   -  NON-PAY   1,351 136 1,487 1,350 151 1,501 

B.3 - SUPPORTS FOR COMMUNITY AND              

 VOLUNTARY SECTOR (NAT LOTT)    12,687 - 12,687 12,587 1 12,588 

B.4 - SICAP, LOCAL/REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT              

 SUPPORTS (NAT LOTT)     43,230 - 43,230 43,230 - 43,230 

B.5 - LOCAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT           - 

 COMMITTEE (SUPPORT)  1,905 - 1,905 1,905 - 1,905 

B.6 - SUPPORTS FOR DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES     2,233 3,767 6,000 5,233 1,767 7,000 

B.7 - DORMANT ACCOUNT MEASURES    5,750 - 5,750 10,070 2,500 12,570 

B.8 -  PROGRAMME FOR PEACE AND RECONCILIATION    3,028 700 3,728 4,317 650 4,967 

B.9 - IRISH WATER SAFETY      1,014 - 1,014 1,118 - 1,118 

B.10 - LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT AND ARCHIVE SERVICE     1,102 2,750 3,852 1,102 6,049 7,151 

B.11 - COMMUNITY ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMME     - 2,000 2,000 - 4,000 4,000 

B.12 - COMMUNITY SERVICES PROGRAMME     46,190 - 46,190 46,190 - 46,190 

B.13 - SOCIAL INCLUSION UNITS       550 - 550 550 - 550 

B.14 - PUBLIC PARTICIPATION NETWORKS     1,550 - 1,550 1,750 - 1,750 

B.15 - OTHER SERVICES     35 - 35 35 - 35 

               

  Programme Total:- 124,243 9,353 133,596 133,107 15,118 148,225 

 

B.3  SUPPORTS FOR COMMUNITY AND VOLUNTARY SECTOR 

(2019 Total Estimate € 12.588m) 

This programme provides funding for (i) Volunteering Supports (ii) Seniors Alerts and (iii) Supports 

for the Community and Voluntary Sector. 

Volunteering Supports (National) 2019 Estimate €3.5m 

The programme supports a network of 21 volunteer centres across the country, along with a number 

of Volunteer Information Services in a number of areas. It also supports a number of national 

organisations such as Volunteer Ireland and Young Social Innovators.  The funding of these 

organisations is designed to strengthen and foster volunteerism in Ireland, building a support 

structure that would develop volunteering locally from the bottom up. The organisations in each 

county play a central role in facilitating and supporting the development of volunteering in their 

areas. 
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Senior Alerts Scheme (2019 Estimate € 2.3m)                                                                     

The aim of the scheme is to encourage and assist the community's support for qualifying older people 

by means of a community-based grant scheme which provides funding towards the once-off cost of 

purchase and installation of socially-monitored alarm systems. Additional funding of €1.6 million will 

be made available in 2019, from the Dormant Accounts Fund, to meet increased demand under this 

scheme.  

Supports for the Community and Voluntary Sector (2019 Estimate € 6.486m)                                                                                                             

The Scheme to Support National Organisations (SSNO) currently provides multi-annual funding to 73 

national organisations towards core costs associated with the provision of services.  Priority is given 

under this Scheme to supporting national organisations that provide coalface services to 

disadvantaged target groups.  The current funding scheme was announced in July 2018 and will run 

for three years.   

In recognition of the challenges faced by the member organisations in contributing to the social 

dialogue process, funding is also given to 17 organisations who are members of the C&V Pillar to 

cover costs directly related to their contribution to policy-making.   

   

B.4   SOCIAL INCLUSION AND COMMUNITY ACTIVATION PROGRAM (SICAP)   
(2019 Estimate €43.23m)  

This allocation mainly funds the SICAP Programme, with some small funding also channelled to a 

number of organisations who deliver local development supports. 

 The programme is playing a significant role in tackling disadvantage and supporting particularly 

vulnerable groups, including families in disadvantaged areas, lone parents, the unemployed, people 

with disabilities and Travellers and other marginalised groups.  

SICAP is the largest social inclusion intervention of its kind in the State. Its aim is to tackle poverty, 

social exclusion and long-term unemployment through local engagement and partnership between 

disadvantaged individuals, community organisations, public sector agencies and other stakeholders.  

The design of SICAP 2018-2022 has been influenced by a number of factors including government 

policy and priorities and Ireland’s changing social and economic landscape, particularly reduced 

unemployment levels and a general economic recovery in many areas.   
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The new programme has also considered the feedback from a national consultation process, and the 

preliminary findings from a series of evaluations by the ESRI.  

SICAP 2018-22 recognises that with national unemployment figures reducing, the core focus for the 

programme will need to be those most distanced from the labour market. The reduction in targets 

enable this more targeted approach and providing more intensive supports and interventions to 

individuals where needed.  This year SICAP is projected to assist over 2,200 Local Community Groups 

and over 27,000 individuals.  

 

B.5  LOCAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEES (SUPPORT)   
 (2019 Estimate €1.905m) 

Funding under this subhead supports the significantly expanded community function for local 

authorities arising from the Local Government Reform process of recent years, namely Local 

Community Development Committees (LCDCs) and Local Economic and Community Plans. 

 

 It includes a contribution towards additional staffing resources and supports a capacity development 

programme for local authorities and LCDCs. It supports some 60 or so additional posts. It also 

supports the development and implementation of the Government’s Framework Policy for Local and 

Community Development. 

 

B.6  SUPPORTS FOR DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES 

 (2019 Estimate €7m) 

The funding allocation has a special focus on improving the quality of life in Dublin’s north east inner 

city, an area which has been prioritised for investment by Government.  

In line with the recommendations of the Mulvey Report, funding is provided for projects across a 

number of themes including tackling crime, improving employment opportunities and improving the 

physical landscape. €6.5 million of the allocation is used for the DNEIC programme, with €0.5 million 

used to part fund the Community Enhancement Programme which is also supporting disadvantaged 

communities.  
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B.7  DORMANT ACCOUNTS                                                                                
(2019 Estimate €12.57m) 

The Dormant Accounts Fund supports measures right across the country aimed at addressing 

economic, social and educational disadvantage, and supporting persons with a disability. In 2019 

eleven measures have been approved for funding including Social Innovation Fund Ireland, Senior 

Alerts, Library Supports and Men’s Sheds. The full detail is outlined in the annual Dormant Accounts 

Action Plan.  

 

B.8  PROGRAMME FOR PEACE AND RECONCILIATION  
(2019 Estimate €4.967m) 

This subhead supports the implementation of the Peace IV Programme which funds actions that 

promote social and economic stability in Northern Ireland and the Border Region of Ireland (Cavan, 

Donegal, Leitrim, Louth, Monaghan and Sligo).  It is co-funded by the EU (85%) and the Irish and UK 

Governments (15%).  Some €270m will be invested by the EU, Ireland and the UK over the programme 

period. 

Actions are funded under two themes; Shared Spaces and Services and Building Positive Relations at 

Local Level.  Funding has supported the implementation of action plans by local authorities in Ireland 

and Northern Ireland, including the delivery of number Shared Spaces initiatives by local authorities 

and other local and regional groups.  

 

B.9  IRISH WATER SAFETY  
 (2019 Estimate €1.118m) 

Water Safety Ireland (WSI) has statutory responsibility for the promotion of public awareness of 

water safety; advancement of education related to the prevention of accidents in water; instruction 

in water safety; and the establishment of national standards for lifeguards. 

The Department provides funding towards core operating costs, which is spent on salary and 

administration costs as well as specific provision for targeted media planning and buying programme 

to reduce drowning fatalities. 
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B.10 LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT AND ARCHIVE SERVICE 
(2019 Estimate €7.151m) 

The subhead supports the development of the public library service, including the development of 

library infrastructure (buildings) and initiatives under the new Library strategy. The five-year strategy 

launched outlined plans to have opening hours extended for 100 libraries across the country, along 

with new self-service facilities where the public will be able to take out and return books without 

staff assistance. 

The subhead also provides a contribution (50%) towards the leasing costs of local authorities for 16 

public library buildings. It supports costs associated with the Public Lending Remuneration Scheme 

which remunerates authors for the loan of their books by public libraries.  

 

B.11 COMMUNITY ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMME 
(2019 Estimate €4m) 

The Community Enhancement Programme (CEP) was put in place for the first time last year. It 

provides capital funding to community groups across Ireland. This allows these groups to enhance 

facilities in disadvantaged areas. Examples of projects that can be funded include: IT and CCTV 

equipment, minor improvements to buildings, minor renovation of community centres, development 

of community amenities, purchase of equipment, improvements to town parks, common areas and 

energy-saving initiatives. 

 

B.12 COMMUNITY SERVICES PROGRAMME     
(2019 Estimate €46.190m) 

The Community Services Programme provides financial supports to community organisations to 

deliver local services through a social enterprise model.  Funding is provided towards the costs of 

employing a manager and a specified number of full time employees.  The programme provides a 

contribution to around 1,900 positions in 400 community organisations around the country.  

There are 3 main types of project funded under the Programme:  

 Community services for disadvantaged people, for example: home insulation; disability 

transport; meals-on-wheels and centre-based day care and social activities; personal security 

and visitation services; community radio and other forms of community media; 
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 Community enterprises employing people with disabilities, Travellers, recovering drug 

misusers and/or ex-prisoners. The employing company or co-op must operate as a social 

enterprise and demonstrate some form of progression of the workers ;  and 

 

 Community halls and facilities available for community use which enable the day-to-day 

operation of community infrastructure 

B.13 SOCIAL INCLUSION UNITS    
 (2019 Estimate €0.550m) 

A funding allocation has been set aside to support Social Inclusion Units in 13 Local Authorities. 

Activities undertaken by of the units include the development of local anti-poverty strategies, 

provision of diversity and social inclusion training for staff as well as work with particular target 

groups including Travellers and Lone Parents. 

 

B.14 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION NETWORKS   
(2019 Estimate €1.750m) 

PPNs were introduced under the 2014 Local Government Reform Act, on foot of the 

recommendations included in the Working Group on Citizen Engagement with Local Government.  

The purpose of PPNs is to enable the public to take an active formal role in relevant policy making 

and oversight committees of the local authority.  Funding covers the cost of a full time Resource 

Worker and the costs associated with office accommodation, infrastructure and materials, along with 

expenses incurred by PPNs in carrying out their activities. 

B.15 OTHER SERVICES   
(2019 Estimate €0.035m) 

Funding under this subhead is provided to meet various dog control functions of the Department, 

over and above those directly implemented by local authorities. The Department supports animal 

welfare groups in work such as neutering and re-homing programmes. In July, the 2018 annual dog 

control statistics were collated and published. The Department is undertaking a review of the 

‘restricted breeds’ legislation). To inform this review, the Department announced a public 

consultation process on a review of measures relating to the control of dogs in Ireland. This 

consultation process, which opened on 1 July 2019 and closed on 6 September, 2019 received 

approximately 1,000 submissions. The submissions are currently being reviewed.  
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PROGRAMME C. CHARITIES REGULATORY AUTHORITY   

   2018  Estimate 2019  Estimate 
   

Current Capital Total Current Capital Total 
   

   €000 €000 €000 €000 €000 €000 

             

C.1 - ADMINISTRATION   -  PAY    76 - 76 76 - 76 

C.2 - ADMINISTRATION   -  NON-PAY   30 - 30 30 - 30 

C.3 - CHARITIES REGULATORY AUTHORITY   4,446 - 4,446 4,490 - 4,490 

C.4 - CHARITIES APPEALS TRIBUNAL - - - 10 - 10 

   - -         

  Programme Total:- 4,552 - 4,552 4,606 - 4,606 

 

 

 

C.3  CHARITIES REGULATORY AUTHORITY  
 (2019  Estimate €4.49m) 

The Charities Regulatory Authority (“the Charities Regulator”) was established on 16 October, 2014 

pursuant to the Charities Act 2009. The Regulator is the State organisation responsible for registering 

and regulating all of Ireland’s charities. There are now 10,300 charities on the Register. 

A new Statement of Strategy was launched by the Regulator in June 2019. Four strategic priorities 

have been identified: Strengthening Trust and Confidence; Provide Regulation and Protection; 

Promote Compliance and Engagement; and Enhance Operational and Service Delivery. 

The Charities Regulator is independent in the performance of its statutory functions. 

Two new Board members appointed in February 2019 following a process conducted by the Public 

Appointments Service. A new Chief Executive, Ms. Helen Martin, was appointed. Ms Martin had been 

interim Chief Executive since the departure of the previous Chief Executive. 
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4. Appendices  
 

Appendix 1- Departmental Administration Expenditure to end Sept 2019 
 

The Department’s administration spend to end of September is some €7.6m , 64% of annual spend.   
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Appendix 2- 2018 DRCD Outturn 

 

 

   2018  2017 
  Estimate 

provision 

Outturn  Outturn 

  €000 €000 €000  €000 

Programme expenditure      

       

A Rural development and regional 

affairs 

     

 Current year provision 93,384     

 Deferred surrender 7,700     

   101,084 87,626  54,873 

       

B Community development  133,596      145,764  77,139 

       

C Charities Regulatory Authority  4,552 4,093  3,992 

       

 Gross expenditure      

 Current year provision 231,532     

 Deferred surrender 7,700     

   239,232 237,483  136,004 

       

 Deduct      

D Appropriations-in-aid  23,231 26,893  21,662 

 Net expenditure      

 Current year provision 208,301     

 Deferred surrender 7,700     

   216,001 210,590  114,342 

   

       
Surplus      

The surplus of the amount provided over the net amount applied is liable for surrender to the Exchequer. 

Under section 91 of the Finance Act 2004, all or part of any unspent appropriations for capital supply services 

may be carried over for spending in the following year. There was no deferred surrender to be carried forward 

to 2019. 

    2018  2017 

    €  € 

Surplus    5,410,518  32,399,966 

Deferred surrender   —  (7,700,000) 

Surplus to be surrendered   5,410,518  24,699,966 
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 Programme A  Rural Development & Regional Affairs 

    2018  2017 

  Estimate provision Outturn Outturn 

  €000 €000 €000  €000 

      

A.1 Administration – pay  4,644 4,208  3,129 

A.2 Administration – non pay  1,914 876  390 

A.3 Dormant accounts measures   4,326 4,320  2,058 

A.4 Western Development Commission  1,516 1,436  1,412 

A.5 National rural development schemes      

 Current provision  18,983     

 Deferred surrender  2,700     

   21,683 20,426  14,568 

A.6 LEADER – rural economy sub 

programme 

     

 Current provision 35,000     

 Deferred surrender 5,000     

   40,000 24,587  14,421 

A.7 Tidy Towns Competition   1 1  1 

A.8 Town and village regeneration   15,000 12,755  882 

A.9 Rural, broadband, regional economic 

development 

 2,000 2,616  1,051 

A.10 Local improvement schemes   10,000 16,401  16,961 

   101,084 87,626  54,873 
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Programme B  Community Development 

   2018  2017 

  Estimate 

provision 

Outturn Outturn 

   €000 €000  €000 

      

B.1 Administration – pay 3,618 3,232  1,825 

B.2 Administration – non pay 1,487 664  342 

B.3 Supports for community and voluntary sector (National 

Lottery) 12,687 14,974  12,991 

B.4 SICAP, local / regional development supports (National 

Lottery) a 43,230 43,185  42,511 

B.5 Local community development committee (support)  1,905 2,123  715 

B.6 RAPID b 6,000 5,678  4,962 

B.7 Dormant account measures  5,750 5,750  2,120 

B.8 Programme for Peace and Reconciliation  3,728 3,986  959 

B.9  Irish Water Safety  1,014 1,254  1,007 

B.10 Library development and archive service  3,852 8,062  7,628 

B.11  Community facilities fund  2,000 10,515  2,000 

B.12 Community Services Programme 46,190 43,525  — 

B.13 Social inclusion units c      550 531  — 

B.14 Public participation networks d 1,550 2,206  — 

B.15  Other services  35 79  80 

  133,596 145,764  77,140 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1 Appropriations-in-aid     

   2018  2017 

  Estimated Realised  Realised 

  €000 €000  €000 

1 Miscellaneous  50 174  112 

2 LEADER rural economy sub programme  11,000 13,835  17,065 

3 Programme for Peace and Reconciliation  1,800 2,344  8 

4 Dormant accounts – programme expenditure 10,076 10,070  4,178 

5 SICAP – social inclusion and community activation 

programme  

— 15  2 

6 Receipts from pension related deduction on 

remuneration  

305 455  297 

  23,231 26,893  21,662 

      

Programme C  Charities Regulatory Authority 

   2018  2017 

  Estimate 

provision 

Outturn Outturn 

  €000 €000  €000 

      

C.1 Administration – pay 76 75  —      

C.2 Administration – non pay 30 13  —         

C.3 Charities Regulatory Authority  4,446 4,005  3,992 

  4,552 4,093  3,992 
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Appendix 3- Performance Indicators 
The following tables detail existing key outputs and performance indicators for each of the 

Department’s programmes. These key metrics monitor the level of activity of programmes and set 

targets to be achieved through the programmes. 

Table 1: Vote 42  Key Outputs and Public Service Activities (2017-2018) 
   2017 Output 

Outturn 

2018 Output 

Outturn 

 

 Town and Village 

Regeneration 
No. of projects approved for Towns and 

Villages renewal findings 

 

 
281 

 

 
220 

 LEADER No. of LEADER Local Development 

Strategies being implemented (2014-2020 

programme) 

 
 
 

29 

 
 
 

29 

No. of projects approved for LEADER 

funding 

 
 

 
592 

 
 

 
1,576 

No. of enterprises supported  

 
127 

 

 
423 

 Community Services 

Programme 

No. of organisations supported financially  

 
New Metric 

 

 
400 

  No. of individuals employed fulltime on CSP  

 
New Metric 

 

 
1,650 

 

No. of individuals employed part time on 

CSP 

 

 
New Metric 

 

 
1,020 

 SICAP Total number of community groups assisted 

under SICAP 

 

 
New Metric 

 

 
2,219 

Total number of individuals (15 years 

upwards) engaged SICAP on a one to one 

basis 

 
 
 

 
New Metric 

 
 
 

 
27,452 

 Charities Registered (a)   Section 39 organisations  

 
0 

 

 
1,841 

(b)   Section 40 organisations  

 
8,452 

 

 
7,220 

 


